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Delta Community Thrills Ablaze Over PPM's December Night of Miracles, Warri
Miracle is an act 

London , 29.11.2023, 01:07 Time

USPA NEWS - Delta Community Thrills Ablaze Over PPM's December Night of Miracles, Warri
An extraordinary event manifesting divine intervention in human affairs to strengthen faith and to accomplish good has been attributed
to the Night of Miracles organized by Pacesetters Prophetic Ministry (PPM) Warri, strongly due to the presence and action of God.

This was obtained in a correspondence by Prophet Chris Jokpa, the Lead Pastor of Pacesetters Prophetic Ministry, made available to
newsmen in Abuja while describing the one-day event as a night of miracles.

He said a miracle is an act not fully explained by natural forces but attributed to supernatural forces mainly involving God doing
something uncommon and usually awe-inspiring to reveal himself to mankind.

He added that sometimes miracles heal, comfort, or physically protect God's children, but these outward effects are not the only
reason for miracles, stressing that it would also be wrong to seek miracles for popularity or money, for pursuing revenge, or for trying to
change God’s will.

He added that sometimes miracles heal, comfort, or physically protect God's children, but these outward effects are not the only
reason for miracles, stressing that it would also be wrong to seek miracles for popularity or money, for pursuing revenge, or for trying to
change God’s will.

Imbibing the words of President Brigham Young of blessed memory who taught that ‘Miracles are not for the unbeliever; they are to
console the Saints and to strengthen and confirm the faith of those who love, fear, and serve God', God's servant Chris Jokpa, noted
that the slated date Friday 1 December 2023 could be a miraculous day to those who believe in God.

He expressed concern about the untold hardships faced by Nigerians, urging them never to stop believing in hope and faith in the Lord
to turn things around.
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